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The oncology clinical pharmacist has a crucial role in cancer patient care through improving medication use including 
chemotherapy and other high alert medications. As part of multidisciplinary team clinical pharmacist has major role 

in assuring safe, effective and cost-effective drug therapy. Role of the oncology clinical pharmacist is mainly to identify, 
prevent and manage any drug related problem including drug choice, dosage, interactions, administration and side effects. 
Since it requires specialized knowledge ‘‘oncology pharmacy’’ has became a new pharmaceutical discipline with its own 
curriculum. Consequently the International Society for Oncology Pharmacy Practitioners (ISOPP) was founded in 1995. 
Oncology pharmacists are actively engaged in all aspects of cancer care; from chemotherapy preparation to patient education 
and counseling, to drug development research. Education, training and certification are important factors to prepare the 
pharmacist to undertake the responsibility as cancer care provider. Currently there are more than 1600 board certified oncology 
pharmacists worldwide working in different levels of patient care. Specialized ASHP-accredited oncology pharmacy residency 
programs can greatly improved the knowledge, skills and practice of oncology pharmacist. Oncology pharmacists can play 
a great role in developing supportive care guidelines for the management of chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting, 
myelosuppression, infusion and hypersensitivity reactions, epidermal growth factor receptor–inhibitor skin toxicities, and 
vascular endothelial growth factor–inhibitor hypertension. They also can participate as an investigator on numerous clinical 
trials involving medication use in care of patients with cancer. Current literature shows that oncology clinical pharmacist was 
very effective in optimizing medication use and has a promising role through providing clinically important interventions 
regarding medication use. Oncology pharmacy should be developed within research projects and integrated into disease 
management programs in order to ensure effective implementation.
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